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ABSTRACT: This paper initially begins by discussing about the term “Gambling”. Gambling may be described as betting, 

playing, or taking part in an operation that is a game of chance and not a talent contest, to gain a greater chunk of cash or 

just about any reward by placing bets with the help of certain amount of funds. Further, the paper moves on discussing about 

the statutory provisions dealing with the art of gambling in India. The Public Gambling Act, 1867 is by far the most relevant 

law that controls betting, gambling or wagering in India. Wagering in India is limited to selective events such as lottery 

tickets and motor racing bets, but unregulated betting actually occurs unlawfully elsewhere. This form of betting results in 

different offences, such as bribery, trading on items apart from cash, redistribution of cash, etc. If we speak of legitimate 

gaming, it is among the key sources of income for the state in question. In India; Goa, Daman, and Sikkim are the main 

nations that have allowed gambling and gaming in casinos. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Underneath the Gambling Acts or legislations, the term ‘gambling’ isn't really specified. ‘Gambling's’ 

dictionary definition is, ‘to bet everything on a pre-emptive strike’, in a layman language, to take a risk.' 

Gambling doesn't really entail bets on a sporting event; matches of talent; and sports betting underneath 

the Gambling Laws and regulations[1]. 

India's specific law regulating gambling is the Public Gambling Act, 1867. The state legislators, 

nevertheless, have also been provided with considerable legislative leniency under the Indian constitution 

to shape state-specific gambling laws. The Gambling Act is the key statute that some Indian states have 

followed as well as other regions have implemented their respective laws to control and regulate gaming 

operations throughout their territories. Before the introduction of simulated or internet gaming, almost all 

of the gambling laws were enforced and therefore these gambling laws mainly apply to gambling practices 

at the actual location[1]. 

The Current legislation and the judiciary in India have indeed been morally opposed to any form of 

gambling and possibility, other than in the States of Goa and Sikkim, because of the rising popularity and 

values attached by gambling and betting in India. Many Indian states have introduced the Gambling Act 

since the introduction of British colonialism, restricting all types of fraud and gaming in their individual 

nations. Goa and Sikkim have been the only variations that, pursuant to the legislation of their respective 

states, have permitted gambling and betting in their region[1]. 

List II of the Seventh Schedule of the Indian Constitution allows authority to state governments to make 

laws on gaming and betting issues. India is expected to uphold the Britain leaders' pre-independent gaming 

rules, although it is important to note that perhaps the United Kingdom has modified its gambling laws by 

enabling virtually all kinds of betting in the United Kingdom in view of their nation's evolving social 

standards[2]. 

Through implementing the Goa, Daman and Diu Public Gambling Act, 1976, the government of Goa has 

enabled gambling. The Goa, Daman and Diu Public Gambling Act, 1976, was modified to provide for the 

paying of a defined recurrent charge for card rooms in fishing platforms and poker machines in five-star 

casinos, pursuant to specific approval and permission by the National Government. The government of 

Sikkim however has allowed gambling through the implementation of the Sikkim Regulation of Gambling 

(Amendment) Act, 2005. The said Act authorizes the State Legislature, upon reimbursement of a prescribed 

fee, to inform the specific locations or premises where authorisation can be issued for operating casinos[2]. 
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This provides us a rundown of India's gambling laws and it is also evident that there have been 

comprehensive prohibitions on some form of betting or wagering practices in India. Nonetheless, all the 

gambling laws in India have removed 'games of expertise' from its spectrum of sporting programmes in 

India. There have been many controversies around the world regarding which sports or practices should be 

viewed as 'games of skill' as well as which sports or practices are primarily dependent on chance wherein 

the intelligence of an individual has played very few functions[2]. 

India has an immense community of very well over a billion. It's indeed, however, possibly no wonder that 

within this area there's many lots of people who love betting. Online gambling, especially on cricket, is 

very common, as is horse racing gambling. Gambling at casinos and playing monopoly are also common 

hobbies. It's legally outlawed in many of its ways, considering the prevalence of betting in India. There are 

few deviations, although in the form of licensed and supervised gaming, there is quite few. Many of the 

gambling-related law is very old and clearly vague. This really is particularly useful when it comes to 

gaming digitally[2]. 

As a consequence, deciding just what's lawful and what is really not within India is very complicated. For 

several decades, gaming rules have become the topic of intense discussion in the area, and there has been 

no success in explaining matters. The reality that these federal and provincial level gambling-related 

regulation is in effect leaves matters much more complex[2]. 

The Public Gambling Act of 1867 is the principal form of policy pertaining to casinos in India. Originally, 

this legislation referred to just the ten states at the time that have been under British jurisdiction, but had 

been later extended to cover all those other jurisdictions. There have been several other changes, too, but 

considering the fact that they have been about hundred years old, the rules stay in force[3]. 

The Public Gambling Act makes it unlawful to manage a casino facility. It even found attending such a 

place unlawful. Although this is plain sufficient, inside the law, there really is no exact concept of betting. 

For instance, this makes it difficult to decide if gambling on a cricket match is unlawful in the very same 

manner as gambling on a dice rolling would be. Sports betting may be claimed to be skill-based and thus 

not protected by the law, whereas gambling on a dice rolling is random luck[3]. 

Greyhound racing in India has long been a common activity. All throughout country, there are many racing 

tracks, and racing meets frequently draw wide crowds. At some of these racing events, bookies advertise 

their services lawfully, together with the wrap providers which provide pool gambling. In certain areas of 

the country, greyhound racing gambling is also lawful off course, and gambling brothels operate. Also at 

national level, betting on racetracks has indeed been allowed, and this is in direct contrast to the traditional 

position on gaming. Maybe it is because, if there had been no gaming included, sports betting would not 

even have the similar attraction, but this is also a clear illustration of the conflicting gambling legislation 

in India[3]. 

Lottery winners are another form of corruption that is not too specifically outlawed in India. This actually 

makes very little sense, considering jackpots are the supreme matches of luck with no abilities included 

whatsoever. Nevertheless, to regulate the process of lottery tickets, the Lotteries (Regulation) Act of 1998 

was enacted. While the act was enacted at the national level, it effectively grants the power to allow 

gamblers throughout their territories to the individual states. The act stated that it was appropriate to 

accommodate a limit of one draw every week, although this is not anything that seems to be applied too 

strictly[4]. 

In India, there seem to be two state legislatures that have signed laws at the state level to facilitate fully 

legal casino gambling. Goa is the only one doing so, originally to enable hospitality gambling machines 

and then to enable full functioning casinos. The nation has become parents’ house to many casino sites 

based on geographical, and an amount of casino sites depending on cruise ships. Partly just because of that, 

it is becoming a very major tourist destination. The next nation to decriminalize casino gambling was 

Sikkim, and it currently hosts two casino games based on geographical. It's really a front-runner for online 

betting legalization[4]. 
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No connection to internet poker is made in the Public Gambling Act of 1867. And that is no wonder, 

considering because when it was launched, the network was a considerable distance from becoming 

created. It might be claimed that, considering its language, running a poker site in India is considered illegal 

underneath the provisions of this act, and that is far from obvious. Some other law that may be known to 

apply to digital sports betting is also available: the 2000 Information Technology Act. It makes allowances 

for separate crimes related to internet gaming, but there is otherwise no clear mention of illicit internet 

poker. Even so, this does grant the Indian government the ability to censor international sites[4]. 

In order to prohibit Indian citizens from reaching such international betting and casino platforms, the state 

has been using this authority to direct Broadband Providers, although we do not know exactly how 

successful that it has been as well as which websites are being restricted. At the state and local level, two 

states have enacted legislation directly pertaining to online gaming. It is deemed illegal in Maharashtra, 

although the legislature really has the right in Sikkim to grant licenses to entrepreneurs intending to offer 

internet gambling facilities inside the country. For supervised gaming in India, this is really a noteworthy 

step ahead[4]. 

DISCUSSION 

India has a dynamic and extensive gaming past. Chess pieces made from limestone and travertine pieces 

that existed prior to the civilization of the Indus River valley in 3300 BC have been found by historians, 

although there is assumption that humans from the Indus River valley participated in bull fighting and 

gambling. A strong connection to gameplay is also to several of the old Hindu myths and legends[5]. 

Gambling has religious origins throughout Deepawali and has been deemed momentous. Gambling 

throughout Deepawali is recognised by the Indian courts, providing it actually occurs between buddies 

though not in a crowded location[5]. 

The Madras High Court ruled that here in the matter of Nimmagadda Raghavalu & Others v. Unknown: 

Gamble is not really a crime and it will become one only if it actually occurs in a traditional console houses 

or a public building. The very evidence that customers used only to play monopoly sometimes and maybe 

for cash doesn't actually make it a popular gamer home. The assumption of Deepawali betting is not as 

effective as gambling at some other occasions. It should not be said that a person who clearly allows 

gambling addicts to use his home mostly during Festive season without even any concept of requesting 

rental etc. can hold a popular gaming room. Betting ought not be deemed to become a crime on Festive 

day[5]. 

Wagering in India was regulated by the Public Gambling Act 1857 until the enactment of the Indian 

constitution. The 1857 Public Gambling Legislation was possibly drawn from either the 1845 Gaming 

Legislation or the 1853 Betting Law, passed by the UK Parliament. The Britain Laws of 1845 and 1853 

attempted to find betting deals impossible to enforce, however the Unlawful Games Law 1541 was 

overturned, where ability activities such as cricket and squash were made unconstitutional. This policy 

appears to be mirrored in the 1857 Indian Public Gambling Act, that outlawed open gambling and the 

management of traditional gaming facilities, but provided an exemption for talent gamers[5]. 

Underneath the Bombay Race-Courses Licensing Statute of 1912, greyhound racing in India was permitted 

in the Bombay Presidency subsequent to the ratification of the Constitution. Likewise, Act VIII of 1867 

authorized the membership, rewards and trying to carve of horseracing in the Bengal Presidency. In 

addition to this, the British government used to operate lottery tickets in India and then used resources from 

them and then build cities. It can also be noted that although commercial betting was outlawed in India 

prior to the Indian independence under British colonialism, horseback riding and jackpots were generally 

allowed[5]. 

The problems relating to gambling were split after the adoption of the Constitution of India and its entry 

into force on 26 January 1950. Wagering and gamble is classified under State List Entry 34. This suggests 

that even the state government has the right to make betting and gaming rules. Lotteries are referred to in 

Entry 40, List 1 of the Union List, which means that the Indian parliament is the correct institution to 

establish lottery rules. In particular, within Entry 62 of the State List, the state government has the authority 
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to make legislation relating to the taxing of trading platforms. Many countries also followed the rules of 

the Public Gambling Act 1857 with some modifications since the Indian constitution entered into effect, 

and then each nation will have its own gaming law[6]. 

Often recognized as the Public Gambling Act, 1867, the Gambling Statute is the legislation developed in 

India to regulate gambling. Wagering is a matter of a national, and therefore only provinces in India are 

asked to build legislation for various sort of gambling activities, such as, online gambling, sports gambling 

etc. within its individual nations, many countries have decriminalised casinos, such as Goa, while Goa and 

Sikkim are really the only examples that have legalized gambling and gaming in their home countries, 

concern to the control of their provincial governments[6]. 

Just after establishment of the Goa, Daman and Diu Public Gambling Act, 1976, the government of Goa 

legalized gambling, with respect to sports betting, wagering and casino gaming. Subsequently, the 

authorisation of gambling machines in five-star resorts and game facilities in fishing platforms was 

modified, pursuant to prior consent and authorisation by the Local Government to raise a fixed high 

expected return[6]. 

There have been two casinos in Sikkim and ten in Goa in India at moment, which provides a summary of 

gaming practices in India at modern and this can be found that there have been comprehensive prohibitions 

on some form of betting money and gaming operations in India. Both gaming regulations in India have 

excluded the Games of Ability from Asia's gambling spectrum. There's been detailed debates of 

distinguishing talent sports and chance sports, as sports of chance may be regarded in betting as an 

academic of an individual performs a very small role in the process of chance[6]. 

In the matter State of Andhra Pradesh v K. Satyanarayana and Ors, jury, stated that Rummy's match is not 

even an essentially opportunity match such as the 'three-card' match we were referring to during the Madras 

situation. The 'three card' match that falls by alternative titles, such as 'flush',' brag' etc., is a simple luck 

match. In one of the other end, Rummy needs some certain degree of expertise since it is important to 

memorize the dropping of the chips and the setting up of Rummy takes immense abilities to keep and dump 

chips. Consequently, we hardly assume that perhaps the match of Rummy is a matter of skill at all. It is 

largely and overwhelmingly an ability match[6]. 

There really is no single legislation relating to every betting practice with respect to the nature of the 

legitimacy of betting in India, since it falls underneath the State list of the 7th Schedule of the Federal 

constitution. Therefore, each states seems to have its own statute that governs betting. But with respect to 

the special practice of gaming, there really is no consistency in the state law. There is a blanket policy in 

certain jurisdictions, whereas others authorize some limited forms of corruption. For instance, in certain 

nations, including certain Sikkim, Goa, and even the Union Territory of Daman, casino games are 

lawful[7]. 

The Public Gaming Law makes it illegal under Section 4 of the Act to serve at a location where betting 

supposedly happened. It has also made it a crime to enter a very spot. Although this is sufficiently evident, 

under the aforementioned law, there really is no precise definition of gambling. Gaming is described in the 

Law as gambling or placing bets in the form of cash on a match that is a matter of skill and not that of talent 

apart from Harness Racing. This creates it impossible to determine whether or not these gaming operation 

can be viewed as criminal[7]. 

While Section 30 of the Indian Contract Act finds the arrangement to be invalid by means of betting, with 

perhaps the exception of such Thoroughbred Racing prizes, one such provision does not include a clear 

meaning of betting as presented in the 1930 case of Babasaheb Rahimsaheb v. Rajaram Raghunath Alpe. 

Besides this, even though the judge ruled to depend on a term, contrary to their proceedings, they merely 

understood the concept of gambling as given in the Public Gaming Legislation[7]. 

The bulk of Asia's gambling policies and regulation are old and vague. While we glance at playing online 

games in India, this really is especially so. While these sections of laws have not been revised, it would be 

very difficult to decide what addictive substances are permissible as well as what casino games are 
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unlawful. The laws of betting have become the matter of substantial discussion from over past few years, 

because there has not been any success in setting the laws simpler[7]. 

The Public Gaming Act 1867 is the primary piece of law in India involving betting. It referred initially to 

the areas of India that have been under British colonialism whenever this act had first been adopted, 

although it was quickly modified to include all nations. A few changes towards this legislation have also 

been introduced ever since, however the rules stay the same because they were already hundred years 

old[7]. 

It was banned outright under this legislation to operate a location whereby gaming actually occurs. It also 

claimed that attending such a location was unlawful. Although this is somewhat clear ahead, under this 

body of legislation there is also no specific concept of betting. For instance, this makes it almost impossible 

to figure whether the gambling on a dice roller is unlawful in the very same way that gambling on a cricket 

match would be. Sports gambling is skill-based and just not protected by such a body of legislation, some 

may say[8]. 

Hardly anything about online-based gambling is listed in the Public Gaming Act of 1867. Given that 

whenever the Law was signed, the use of such an Internet and technologies was beyond being established, 

it should be assumed that even at the point the Law did not even have to regulate betting sites. It may be 

argued whether, underneath the terms of such a law, operating on a gambling platform in India is deemed 

unlawful, and it can also be treated as lawful for about the same purpose[8]. 

In comparison, there's also another operation that may be known to be synonymous with internet online 

gambling operators, i.e. The 2000 Act on Information Technology. It provides compensation for multiple 

crimes involved with online gaming. Related to the Public Gaming Act of 1867, nevertheless, this law still 

does not expressly address internet betting. The Law only provides the Government of India with the right 

to inspect and, if necessary, review these pages[8]. 

This power has been used by the government to inform Internet companies to deter Indian customers away 

from being included in oneself in criminal activity that could breach any laws and even allow others to ban 

those pages. There really are two states at the national level with a legislation that specifically applies to 

internet gambling[8]. 

 When we speak about places like Maharashtra, internet gambling is fully prohibited, while being in 

Sikkim, underneath the Sikkim Online Gaming (Regulation) Act, 2008, state legislatures have 

provided government the authority to authorize those individuals or organizations who desire to also 

provide internet gambling facilities inside the region. This law is an opportunity for some other Indian 

states to establish certain laws regulating internet services[8]. 

Although we speak more about legitimacy of these betting, betting in sporting has been a huge outcry. 

Because Animal Gambling is legitimate as set out in Section 4 of the Public Gambling Act and Section 30 

of the Indian Contract Act, it is a contentious issue to gamble on sport. Cricket seems to be a very common 

sport in the world and that's why it is also quite common to gamble on cricket. Although some do match 

gambling via local street gaming, match gambling is carried out by many approved foreign gambling 

websites[9]. 

Some proposed that separate bodies and boards, such as the Lodha Committee constituted by the 

Apex Court, must have regulations for gambling on cricket matches. A report was submitted by the Panel 

that included the upsides and downsides of cricket gambling. The Benefits mostly claimed that because 

gambling on sport is a talent activity, they also mentioned in the Counters that these gambling could lead 

to match-fixing[9]. 

The Public Gambling Legislation is the key legally binding document which renders betting in India a 

'grey' statute. This seems to be an ancient statute that was established under British colonialism. That 145-

year-old statute makes it illegal to run a gaming place, to help operate a gaming residence, to frequent a 

gaming residence, to fund gaming and to be in custody of betting equipment. A payment not exceeding 

200 rupees or up to 3 months of probation is the punishment[9]. 
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If that is a match of ability or a match of luck, the role of fantasy sports has still not been explained by the 

Indian Courts. Also with enactment of the Sikkim Online Gaming (Regulation) Act 2008, Sikkim has taken 

the steps to legalise online gambling inside the region. A license may be given under that same Legislation 

for placing predictions on sporting events like soccer, cricket, table tennis, poker, basketball and horseback 

riding[10]. 

Risk matches for prizes come under the limits of the regions gaming laws and are generally banned. Under 

their betting laws, several jurisdictions, like Goa, has provided exemptions, enabling permitted gameplay. 

Therefore, throughout the region of Goa, licenses are given for games of skill in establishments operating 

both on ground and overseas. The Sikkim Casino Games Act 2004, that requires gambling activities inside 

the province, has been enacted by the State of Sikkim[10]. 

In India, it's really only permissible to gamble on thoroughbred racing and thus no clear legislation exists 

to contend with illicit gambling on certain fields. The terms of the 1867 Public Gambling Act will be 

invoked by the officials. Relevant regulations to do with gaming and betting have been desperately 

required. A lot of betting is prohibited, but as more Asian nations accept gaming as a cash source and 

popular tourist destination, perceptions are increasingly shifting[10]. 

CONCLUSION & IMPLICATION 

In India, the gambling rules prove to be ambiguous and vague. The judicial system has again sought to 

clarify the situation and offer guidance on the issue through numerous agreed legal provisions. The 

technological advances, nevertheless, have opened up the industry and enabled the crowds to engage in 

activities on the demarcation line of gambling legislation in India. These practices in India have yet to be 

investigated and checked by the judiciary. It is recommended that individual can take solid professional 

counsel in support of the same before anyone enters into any gaming operation in India to avoid any 

unwanted lawful significances. 

Gambling rules tend to be vague and contradictory, like they are in India. Via case legislation, the courts 

made several attempts to include accuracy and accountability in gambling laws, also taking into account 

modern technical advances in the culture, enabling additional people to engage throughout this gaming 

practice. In accordance with my argument, betting should be allowed underneath the regulation of the 

Public Gambling Act (1867) and much more casino games should really be built across India. 

Since we're a developing nation, casino games will draw several visitors in India and also some casino 

games add a decent amount to the infrastructure of the nation. As gaming and betting are perceived to be 

economic factors in Britain, as per sources. It is recommended that he/she can take solid professional 

counsel in support of the very same before someone enters into any gaming operation in India to avoid any 

potential legitimate penalties. 
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